case study greyfriars

Clarke Infinity – Bringing Cinema To You
The Background: Clarke Infinity has worked with
the owners of Greyfriars many times and were
called in when Alan and Marion Cornish wished to
create a dedicated home cinema. A space where
the whole family could relax and revel in their love
for music, gaming and film.
The Challenge: To create a magnificent cinema in
a room which has a round feature window that the
couple wished to retain, benefiting from the light
when the screen was not in use. Alan and Marion
wanted a stunning 7.2.2 Atmos cinema but with

discrete hidden equipment and for the room to be
comfortable and adaptable.
The Solution: Clarke Infinity’s years of experience
and technical knowledge enables them to design
and implement solutions that best fit a client’s
individual needs. Technology and brands are
hand-picked to respond to a client’s brief. Making
the room work for every use was key; Clarke
Infinity achieved this by installing a 116” VuFlex Pro
motorised screen which rises from a discrete floor
unit when required.

“Working to make our client’s AV dreams
a reality is a privilege, it is even more
special when it is a family you have worked
with over many years. The Greyfriars
cinema packs a cinematic punch visually
and acoustically which the clients are
delighted with.” Simon Clarke, Founder, Clarke Infinity
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Our Services
•  Site visit and survey
•  Liaison with clients, interior designers,
architects and contractors
•  Bespoke design, quotations and
installation by expert team
•  Audio Visual systems
•  Lighting
•  Automation and control
•  Home Cinema
• Security installations
• Telecommunication
• Full System Support
• User Training
• Turn-Key Solutions
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T: 01277 624444
E: info@clarkeinfinity.com
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The Solution (cont): The equipment rack was neatly
hidden behind an automated Lutron blind personalised
with a favourite movie poster image. Eleven, completely
hidden, Amina speakers deliver high quality cinematic
sound wherever you are in the room and the Sony 4K
projector amazing crystal clear image quality. Wyrestorm
SW-0402 PIP delivers a great solution for multi-screen
gaming for the family’s Xbox One games consoles
allowing for 4 simultaneous HD images.
Clarke Infinity recommended a Crestron HR-150 remote to
do away with the plethora of remotes often found in
a living room. The one pre-programmed intelligent
remote controls the amp, projector, screen, blinds, lighting
and more making the system extremely easy to use.

The Equipment
• Crestron CEN-RFGW-EX Gateway
• Crestron HR-150 Remote
• Sony HW300 4K Projector
• Vu Flex Pro Motorised Screen floor mount
• Yamaha RX-A3060
• Amina Speakers and Subwoofer
• Wyrestorm MX-0808-POH-H2
• Wyrestorm SW-0402-MV-HDBT PIP
• Lutron Sivoia QS Blinds
• Lutron QS Homeworks Lighting System
• Middle Atlantic Equipment Rack
• Xbox One Consoles
• Visualint CCTV NVR
• Visualint Starlight Cameras

Alan Cornish said: “It is a pleasure to
work with the team at Clarke Infinity. We
completely trust their expert knowledge
and workmanship, basically they listen
and deliver. We are very happy with our
new cinema room – the execution was
faultless and the end result perfect!”

